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With the National Art Museum of China’s first satellite location,
Art-Topia will offer visitors even more opportunities to explore their artistic impulses.

NATIONAL ART MUSEUM OF CHINA (NAMOC) | QINGDAO, CHINA
HHCP’s Art-Topia complex in Qingdao, China, will

complex. Natural light washing through the

soon debut as the city prepares to host the sailing

entry and atrium will create a dramatic effect

events of the 2008 Olympic Games. Prominently

as light and shadow play across the sculpted

featured on Qingdao’s beautiful Pacific coastline,

interior form. Here, visitors will encounter a trio of

Art-Topia will be a place of many ‘firsts.” As the

intriguing sculptures conceived by HHCP titled

world’s first interactive arts center, Art-Topia will

“1-PART,” “4-ART,” and “2-PLAY”—the last of

enable visitors to discover art in its many forms:

which doubles as a children’s interactive climb-

displayed in the galleries…produced on-site by

ing structure.

professional artists…and created by the visitors
According to NAMOC Director Fan Di’an, “…
themselves. And now Art-Topia will have the honor
the spectacular architecture of Art-Topia was a
of another first: the initial satellite location of the
key factor” in the decision to select Qingdao for
prestigious National Art Museum of China.
the first sister city expansion of China’s world
The design for the interior atrium of the new

renowned museum. For Art-Topia’s visitors, that

NAMOC facility will present the same classic

architecture will soon serve as an invitation to

sculptural attributes of form, color, light and motion

explore the possibilities of art in an engaging

that shaped the design of the entire Art-Topia

new way.
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Like the finest hand-crafted musical instruments, the Shenyang Cultural Arts Center
is an object of beauty—both architecturally and acoustically.

SHENYANG CULTURAL ARTS CENTER / ODEUM | SHENYANG, CHINA
In the crafting of any fine musical instrument, the
sound quality ultimately depends on a delicate

an organized separation of the audiences and a
unique identity for each performance venue.

balance of reverberation and projection. The same
The polished wood finishes of the paired concert
principles apply when designing a musical perforhalls were inspired by the wooden acoustical
mance hall—and that’s why the HHCP designers
chamber of a mandolin. Those instrumental
approached the Shenyang Cultural Arts Center/
contours also influenced the performance halls’
Odeum as if they were designing an enormous
distinctive forms. An undulating glass case
acoustical instrument.
encapsulates the performance halls, forming
The Center’s two large concert halls (combined

the lobbies and circulation spaces while provid-

seating capacity: 1,750) were designed in a “back-

ing splendid views of the city across the river.

to-back” arrangement, with the two stages sharing

The artistic composition of a solid mass within

a central backstage service spine. In addition

a transparent shell becomes a dramatic archi-

to establishing a new trend in functionality, this

tectural feature both day and night, coupling

strategy gives each concert hall its own specific

beautiful aesthetics with magnificent acoustics.

lobby at opposite ends of the building, resulting in
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The magic begins with a drive beneath Disney’s Magic Kingdom archway
to reach The Wyndham Hotel and Spa at Bonnet Creek, ideally situated for family fun.

Chihpen Hot Springs Resort celebrates Taiwan’s aboriginal culture
in a themed experience that invigorates the body as it thrills the imagination.

WYNDHAM HOTEL AND SPA AT BONNET CREEK | LAKE BUENA VISTA, FLORIDA

CHIHPEN HOT SPRINGS RESORT | TAITUNG, TAIWAN

At the heart of Orlando’s Walt Disney World, an

therapies, rejuvenating skincare and soothing

The subtropical region of Taitung in eastern Taiwan

modations to the resort’s other features and

upscale 400-room family-friendly resort will soon

massage. For a different sort of “menu,” the

has long been renowned for its natural beauty and

amenities, including a festival village complete

welcome guests with amenities ranging from a

complex will include two restaurants: Bimini

the rejuvenative properties of its hot springs. With

with native craft shops, themed retail and dining

luxurious spa to specialty restaurants…and will

and the New World Café. There will also be full

its abundant vegetation and mountain vistas, the

venues, and a variety of street entertainment.

even feature excellent views of the nighttime Dis-

conference facilities and meeting rooms totaling

area is the perfect home for a new world-class

ney fireworks. In its prime location, the Wyndham

27,000 square feet. And it will all be conveniently

resort and spa… Chihpen Hot Springs Resort.

Hotel and Spa at Bonnet Creek is the final phase

located adjacent to the Bonnet Creek Golf

This picturesque destination celebrates Taiwan’s

of the award-winning Wyndham Bonnet Creek

Course and Tennis Club.

aboriginal culture while making the most of the

Resort development. Groundbreaking has already

opportunities presented by the area’s beauty and
The Wyndham Hotel and Spa at Bonnet Creek

commenced on the 70-acre site, with the opening

natural hot springs.
will make every guest feel a little younger; the

The resort’s aboriginal theme manifests itself
throughout the garden-like complex, where the
distinctive architecture, entertainment, flavors
and costumes are inspired by the cultures of the
Austronesian islands—from Fiji to Sumatra. Native performers from these islands demonstrate

planned for late 2009.
13-story hotel, with its St. Augustine inspired

Spread across a 24 hectare (60 acre) site between

traditional dances, ceremonies, craft-making

The 400 lakeside rooms and suites will include 84

architecture, is themed around the search for the

a river and a mountain, Chihpen Hot Springs

skills, hunting, and other cultural practices during

special units that sleep six and feature bunk beds

legendary Fountain of Youth. Observant guests

Resort includes a collection of hotels and hillside

the day. Then, every night, the aboriginal music

for the kids. In addition to the resort’s extensive

will find clues to the mythic fountain’s location

bungalows offering exceptional views, luxurious

and dance traditions of the region take center

pool amenities, the 5,600 square foot Blue Har-

concealed around the hotel that will guide them

spa treatments and diverse aquatic activities. A

stage in a Las Vegas-style, effects-filled family

mony Spa will offer a full menu of body and water

on their fun-filled path of discovery.

waterside pedestrian route connects the accom-

entertainment spectacular.
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Vertropolis; a “city in the sky” destined to establish
Riyadh as a world-class destination and business city.

VERTROPOLIS | RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA
Like a bouquet of colorful flowers blossoming

mercial address in Riyadh. Water is the

among the desert dunes, the three towers

dominant landscape element here, with

of the Vertropolis complex reach toward the

large water features—including a pair

Riyadh sky. By day, they glitter beneath the

of water parks—helping to reinforce the

sun; in the evening hours, they glow softly

impression of the Vertropolis development

against the darkening sky in hues that shift

as a verdant oasis.

and ripple through the color spectrum. With
the tallest of the towers twisting gracefully
over 400 meters into the heavens atop a
trio of sand dune-inspired podiums, the
complex embodies the modernist notion
of “sculptural objects in the landscape”—a
gleaming oasis rising out of the wilderness.

The Vertropolis complex will also stand
as a leading example of green design
because of its “whole-building” approach
to sustainability, setting a new benchmark
in the design, construction, and operation of high performance green buildings
in the region. At every level, Vertropolis

Vertropolis is a mixed-use “super block”

will demonstrate the principles of a self-

centered on a true “city in the sky”—a

sustaining and ecologically sympathetic

visionary vertical master planned develop-

created environment…an innovative urban

ment that promises to become the most

and architectural solution for a thriving,

desirable business, residential and com-

forward-looking 21st century city.

Situated on the pristine waters of the Emerald Coast, the Emerald Grande is revitalizing
Destin Harbor while simultaneously honoring its rich heritage as a fishing village.

Coral Bay Resort will immerse its guests in exotic tropical splendor
that will provide a vacation experience found nowhere else in China.

EMERALD GRANDE | DESTIN, FLORIDA

CORAL BAY RESORT | HINAN ISLAND, CHINA

With the 2007 opening of Emerald Grande at Har-

blends handsome architecture with lavish design

An island paradise that evokes a sense of exotic, tropi-

borWalk Village, the fishing community of Destin

touches that allow the project to strike a balance

cal splendor: that was the image that inspired the

mountain shape and the pristine waters of the

Harbor has become a true resort destination.

between charm and grandeur.

creation of Coral Bay Resort, a new world-class

bay. Radiating around the perimeter of the island

vacation destination on China’s Hinan Island. The

are the Marina Club Hotel, the Island Club Hotel

site was comprised of a flat coastal zone and a

and the Island Shore Villas. The site’s natural

mountainous island separated from one another

beauty is further enhanced by the addition of

by more than 150 meters of water. This presented

tropical palm trees, exotic flowers, and a volcano

the HHCP designers with the opportunity to

programmed to erupt nightly in a spectacle of

maximize the water views and minimize density

water, fire, and light.

Emerald Grande’s 281 resort residences include
both fractional and whole ownership options,
providing a vacation home experience with hotelstyle services and amenities—all served up against
a beautiful seaside vista.

The maritime theme is expressed throughout
the project. Multiple towers are accentuated by
bracketed overhangs, bright colors and flags,
and enhanced by a lighting program that lends
the structure a landmark presence at night.

Emerald Grande sits directly on the Destin Harbor,

The nautical character carries into the interior

the gateway to the Gulf of Mexico and the very

spaces, including the grand lobby with its solid

heart of the famed beachside fishing community.
The twin 13-story luxury residential towers stand
above the 14-acre HarborWalk Village, a high-end
mixed use complex filled with outstanding retail,

hardwood floors, custom globe chandeliers,
oil paintings depicting the flora and fauna of
the area, and the handcrafted 15-foot chrome
compass inlaid in the entryway floor.

The resulting design respects the existing

by creating a bridged hotel with rooms spanning
the two landforms. The on-the-bridge hotel rooms
offer dramatic vistas of both the southern bay
and the northern saltwater lagoon that serves as
the resort’s aquatic hub, with its sandy beaches,
landscaped pool areas, restaurants and lounges,

dining and entertainment venues. The complex
and scenic views of the island’s mountain.

Together, these dramatic features help create a
sense of place and distinction. The architecture
serves to reinforce the exotic, tropical quality of
the site and resort, presenting especially striking
views from both the shoreline approach road
and the central lagoon.
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The graceful curving forms of the Publishing Pinnacle complex’s
towers produce a striking presence on the Shenyang skyline.

PUBLISHING PINNACLE COMPLEX | SHENYANG, CHINA
Ordinarily, media companies are expected to create

The complex also includes a hotel tower with

headlines about others. But the master design plan

a dramatic atrium lobby that soars to a rooftop

for China’s Publishing Pinnacle media corporation

skylight high above, and a set of general office

may soon be making headlines of its own. The

buildings that echo the contours of the hotel

boldly modern design for the new mixed-use com-

while reversing the glazing pattern for a pleas-

plex promises to become a significant architectural

ing visual contrast. The complex’s apartment

landmark on the Shenyang horizon, with sweeping

towers, meanwhile, are designed to respect the

curvilinear forms that suggest the far-reaching

area’s existing residential buildings while their

potential of 21st-century China’s media industry.

careful positioning minimizes shading by the
adjacent buildings and maximizes sunlight. Natu-

The centerpiece of the Publishing Pinnacle comral light also pours generously into the belowplex will be the Pinnacle Media Tower, featuring a
ground sections of the retail, entertainment and
distinctive façade designed to symbolize a sheet
transportation center via a circular “light well”
of paper wrapping around a set of printing drums.
and pedestrian entrance.
The Media Tower gradually tapers at the top to
house the “Press Club”—an executive restaurant
and lounge.
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Power and Performance Pavilion

Discovery Pavilion

AutoWorld, the world’s first interactive automobile theme park,
will immerse visitors in the exciting realm of China’s booming automotive industry.

AUTOWORLD | SHANGHAI, CHINA
Sirens Pavilion

Design and Innovation Pavilion

China is the fastest growing transportation market in

along with an array of themed retail and dining

the world and as China’s automobile industry revs

venues. Among the many attractions, visitors

up, the Chinese people are quickly developing a

will embark on a musical journey into a giant V-8

passion for all things automotive. Soon this national

engine at the Power and Performance Pavilion...

fascination with the automobile will find expres-

personally experience the excitement of an

sion in the form of AutoWorld, the world’s first

off-road rally at the Discovery Pavilion…witness

interactive automobile theme park, to be located

the explosive action of a live emergency vehicle

in Shanghai’s Jading District—the epicenter of

stunt show at the Sirens Pavilion…ride a state-

China’s automotive manufacturing, research,

of-the-art concept car through a powerful wind

design, testing, and racing universe.

tunnel at the Design and Innovation Pavilion...
and take a surprise detour through a gauntlet

Set in a lush city park, AutoWorld is organized into
of whirring, lunging industrial robots along an
five major pavilions—with an additional pavilion
automated assembly line at the Engineering and
scheduled to premiere every two years after
Manufacturing Pavilion.
opening—around a central lake and features an
Engineering and Manufacturing Pavilion

assortment of automotive-inspired rides, shows,

AutoWorld is an automotive family adventure; a

and live entertainment experiences for all ages,

place where the cars will truly be the stars.
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more news | more images | more at HHCP.com

NEWSMAKERS

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA | MEDINA
In the heart of Medina—the second holiest city in Islam and the
burial place of Prophet Muhammad—HHCP is working with the
world’s most acclaimed mosque designer on a new mixed-use
development. This addition to the holy city includes four new
mosques and features two gateways leading into the adjacent
‘Al-Masjid al-Nabawi’ or ‘The Mosque of The Prophet.’
KINGDOM OF MOROCCO | MARRAKECH
With breathtaking views of the Atlas Mountains to the south
and overlooking both the Djemaa el Fna—the biggest and busiest market/square in Africa—and the Koutoubia Mosque—the
largest in Marrakech—this mixed-use development, currently
in the programming and master planning stage, is sure to be a
magnificent addition to the Red City.
REPUBLIC OF INDIA | SURAT
Sustainability, energy efficiency, and conservation all play
central roles within this unique, socially responsible multi-use
development located in India’s Surat City. With luxurious hotels,
numerous retail, dining, leisure and entertainment offerings,
health and wellness features, and education and commercial
business facilities, this development offers proof that synergistic
“green” designs and practices can be highly sustainable and
financially successful.
TAIWAN | TAIPEI
The site of an existing paper mill, located near the Night
Market—Taipei’s top tourist destination—is being transformed
into a new town center. Mixing portions of the original factory
with modern towers, the program includes three levels of underground parking, four levels of retail, a cinema, a 4-star 300-key
hotel, luxury spa and health club facilities, business offices, a
boutique hotel, and a 27-story residential tower.
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES | DUBAI
The Palm Jumeirah, the first of Dubai’s mega-projects, which
HHCP master planned and provided with over 85 percent of
the design architecture, has literally changed the shape of the
United Arab Emirates. Now, the first of The Palm’s eventual
120,000 residents has moved onto the luxurious island, changing the mega-project into a mega-community.
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